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1. Regulatory initiatives in UK FinTech industry 

 UK FCA’s new measure “Regulatory Sand box” 

 Regulatory Sand box is the biggest policy change among various means to 
regulate FinTech industry. It is creating safe space to test new business based 
on innovative ideas. FCA’s options are restricted authorization, no action 
letters, and individual guidance.  

 Practices of regulators in UK 

 No action letter is a big step for FCA as certain conditions should be met. If 
companies are moving to the spaces where no one else is moving to, and if 
their business has great potential benefit to consumers, FCA will proceed their 
process such as authorization.  

 Small payment institutions can easily get authority, which enable them to 
access banks.  

 FCA is trying to be proportionate to the risks and benefits to consumers since 
regulatory approach should differ depending on the size of the company. 

 To remove regulatory uncertainty, Innovation Hub, an organization inside FCA, 
provide informal steer in order to put early stage businesses on the right track. 
To be capable of this activity, FCA has experts who have experience and legal 
background. 

 

2. Adoption of FinTech by big banks in UK 

 UK banks’ attitude in adopting FinTech 

 Banks require very high standard of compliance to avoid possible sanctions by 
FCA. This prevented startups from accessing banks’ infrastructure. In this 
sense, banks stand as bigger hurdle than FCA for FinTech venture companies. 

 Big banks’ are interested in the new ways of approaching to customers rather 
than creating new business. On the contrary, FinTech companies are trying to 
reinvent businesses..  

 Balancing startups’ access to banks and compliance to anti-money laundering 
requirements 

 FCA is in process of research project on how small companies meet 
anti-money laundering requirements while keeping access to banks. FCA 
thinks that technology will give solutions for this issue. 

 It is expected that challenger banks like Silicon Valley Bank with high risk 
appetite entering into this market will solve this problem. 

 

3. Similarities and differences between UK and Japan 

 Similarities in regulatory approach between UK FCA and Japan FSA 

 They both take principle based and judgement based ones. 



 There are some opinion inside Japan FSA that it should broaden contact points 
like UK FCA does to enhance communications with startups.  

 It seems that open data program in UK contributed to enhance competition 
among banks and to provide more choices to consumers. 

 This is not possible without political engagement. The industry’s 
suggestion on this issue might encourage governmental reaction.  

 Characteristic behaviors of consumers in Japan 

 Japanese banks are obedient to FSA while it changed its regulatory approach, 
since Japanese consumers are super demanding.  

 The main feature in Japan is that companies and regulators react excessively 
because they are intensively concerned about consumers’ reaction. 

 Difference between UK banks and Japanese banks is consumers’ expectation. 
In Japan, banks’ trouble in IT system is sensationally broadcasted whereas it 
is ordinary in UK.  

 

4. Other remarks 

 Taxation in cross border payment industry 

 In Bitcoin cross border transactions, it is difficult to determine the location 
where the transaction are executed. This brings unfairness that Japanese 
companies pay consumption tax of 8%, whereas foreign company escape 
even though they provide similar service to Japanese consumers. 
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